Amina Ansari is a British Asian Artist who is
relatively new in the art scene. She is an up and
coming painter from London who has a unique
style for capturing the human figure on her
canvases.
Her background and training in Fine Art has a
figurative focus which gives her an edge over others.
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Her brush is bold and accentuates vibrancy and
vivacity of strokes and expressions. Modern day
figure painters are painting either in a photographic
manner or are extremely stylised and hence lack
painterly quality. Amina’s work shows an artist
who is confident and has so much to offer to a
viewer. Her panache is evident from her work and
the vigour in her figures is something to notice
immediately.
She has an ability to show emotions through her
confident strokes. Over the years she has matured as
a painter who is able to deal with human issues and
show injustices around us through her paintings.
She has worked with the underprivileged and tried
to address women’s issues that are prevalent in our
societies.

Artist Amina Ansari with her tribute painting
for Her Majesty, The Queen. Parliament House,
London - January 2012

Tribute to Her Majesty, The Queen, received at
Buckingham Palace.

Amina has won many awards and prizes for her
noticeable contribution as a young South Asian
British female painter who has always tried to
speak against violence amongst women and against
social injustice. She has exhibited nationally and
internationally and is continuously producing work,
which shows her growth as a painter. Of course
she does not only paint royalty and celebrities but
certainly she has the talent to turn ordinary people
into special and magical beings.
As the Maestro of Art Gulgee once said about
Amina Ansari, “She has the dedication and
sensitivity and I am sure will be a very fine artist
and bring pride to her country and herself ”. Ismail
Gulgee. London 20th Sept 1999.
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She has recently been shown in the prestigious
Houses of Parliament London and her work is
part of Her Majesty’s Windsor Castle collection.
This really makes her a sought-after artist amongst
many modern collectors of figurative art. Amina
has a command over her subjects and paints them
with a rigorous attention to detail. She has a South
Asian palette and yet a modern British figurative
sensibility. This combination allows her to absorb all
the influences that East and West have to offer.
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